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theer: are you trying to install ubuntu, or install ubuntu on a virtual machine? !nox To start your
system in text-only mode append 'text' (without the quotes) to the kernel line in the grub menu.
You can access the grub menu by pressing Esc (Grub legacy) or Shift (Grub2) during boot. For
more info see exit quit bye theer: see #7 theer: you may also want to run a memtest tomreyn: I
did installed ubuntu but can't remember how it got this bad. I have two usb hard drive attached
to this computer and this one worked perfectly well. I was trying to install ubuntu on external
hard drive I tried to install it with bios and it was not working so I had to remove it and install it
again with USB stick and again it worked perfect for some time I restarted and it was bad again
I tried running this theer: we may need a better description of the configuration you're trying to
boot. the last thing I did before this happened was to disable secure boot tomreyn: I have two
usb hard drives attached to this computer and this one worked perfectly well. I was trying to
install ubuntu on external hard drive. I tried to install it with bios and it was not working so I
had to remove it and install it again with USB stick. and again it worked perfect for some time.
I restarted and it was bad again. I tried running this I tried booting with bios only and this also
did not work. I read that it is because of secure boot so I disabled secure boot theer: you booted
the system where you
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